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A biofunctional review of
C-reactive protein (CRP) as a
mediator of inflammatory and
immune responses:
differentiating pentameric and
modified CRP isoform effects

Margaret E. Olson*, Mary G. Hornick, Ashley Stefanski ,
Haya R. Albanna, Alesia Gjoni, Griffin D. Hall , Peter C. Hart,
Ibraheem M. Rajab and Lawrence A. Potempa

College of Science, Health and Pharmacy, Roosevelt University, Schaumburg, IL, United States
C-reactive protein (CRP) is an acute phase, predominantly hepatically

synthesized protein, secreted in response to cytokine signaling at sites of

tissue injury or infection with the physiological function of acute pro-

inflammatory response. Historically, CRP has been classified as a mediator of

the innate immune system, acting as a pattern recognition receptor for

phosphocholine-containing ligands. For decades, CRP was envisioned as a

single, non-glycosylated, multi-subunit protein arranged non-covalently in

cyclic symmetry around a central void. Over the past few years, however, CRP

has been shown to exist in at least three distinct isoforms: 1.) a pentamer of five

identical globular subunits (pCRP), 2.) a modified monomer (mCRP) resulting

from a conformational change when subunits are dissociated from the

pentamer, and 3.) a transitional isoform where the pentamer remains intact but

is partially changed to express mCRP structural characteristics (referred to as

pCRP* or mCRPm). The conversion of pCRP intomCRP can occur spontaneously

and is observed under commonly used experimental conditions. In careful

consideration of experimental design used in published reports of in vitro pro-

and anti-inflammatory CRP bioactivities, we herein provide an interpretation of

how distinctive CRP isoforms may have affected reported results. We argue that

pro-inflammatory amplification mechanisms are consistent with the biofunction

of mCRP, while weak anti-inflammatory mechanisms are consistent with pCRP.

The interplay of each CRP isoform with specific immune cells (platelets,

neutrophils, monocytes, endothelial cells, natural killer cells) and mechanisms

of the innate immune system (complement), as well as differences in mCRP and

pCRP ligand recognition and effector functions are discussed. This review will

serve as a revised understanding of the structure-function relationship between

CRP isoforms as related to inflammation and innate immunity mechanisms.
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Introduction

Despite long-standing recognition of C-reactive protein (CRP)

as a non-specific, diagnostic biomarker for inflammation, only

recently has the active role of CRP as an innate immune

inflammatory mediator been revealed (1). CRP is primarily

synthesized in the liver, though extrahepatic production in

macrophages, vascular cells, endothelial cells, adipocytes,

peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs), and the kidneys

has been reported (2–11). The confounding functions of CRP

relate to its dynamic, macromolecular structure in which CRP

can exist in three isoforms: pCRP, pCRP*, and mCRP. Originally,

“CRP”, oft referred to as nCRP (native/natural), was characterized

as a 115 kDa pentamer of homologous subunits that are 206 amino

acids in length (23 kDa each) (Figure 1) (1). The pentameric

subunits self-assemble into a discoid tertiary structure via non-

covalent bonding around a central pore (12). Pentameric

structural integrity is stabilized by two calcium ions that also

dictate CRP’s ligand binding capacity to phosphocholine (PC)-

containing polysaccharides, polycations, chromatin, histone,

ribonucleoprotein, fibronectin, laminin, lipoproteins, and

galactins (12). It is now known that CRP acts as an agglutinin,

opsonin and neutralizing protein that scavenges for debris at sites of

active inflammation; yet in early CRP literature, several

contradictory reports were made regarding the biofunctional
Frontiers in Immunology 02
properties of distinct CRP preparations. As early as the 1980’s,

denatured CRP, via heat (H-CRP), metal chelation (F-CRP), acidic

treatment (A-CRP), latex adsorption or freeze-thaw, yielded protein

aggregates with antigenicity altered from native CRP (nCRP,

primarily pCRP). The aforementioned conditions are now known

to promote pCRP → pCRP* → mCRP dissociation, exposing a

neoepitope that is proinflammatory in nature (13–15). Subsequent

studies demonstrated the in vivo relevance of this dissociation,

which is prompted by acidic environments of inflammation in the

body and PC/lipid ligand binding. Physiologically, CRP’s pro-

inflammatory properties are evidenced by the presence of anti-

(m)CRP antibodies in several autoimmune conditions, such as

lupus nephritis, peripheral artery disease (PAD), and skin-related

disorders (16–18). While a plethora of studies have now been

performed to characterize the unique properties of the CRP

isoforms, the field is absent of a single resource that reinterprets

early CRP findings considering our current understanding. For

example, initial investigation into CRP’s role as an inflammatory

mediator were conducted with commercial CRP antisera, which is

now known to contain recognition for both pCRP and mCRP, with

up to 16% of the more potent mCRP neoepitope antigenicity

present (19) . The current review serves as the firs t

comprehensive, detailed reevaluation of the historical CRP

literature as related to immune system interactors with a current

understanding of CRP conformational dynamics (Table 1). In the
A

B

FIGURE 1

Structural rendering of pCRP and a pCRP monomer (PDB: 1B09). (A) provides a top-down view of pCRP and the pCRP monomer with the PC-
binding face oriented upwards. (B) offers a side profile of pCRP and pCRP monomer. PC is depicted in pink, calcium ions in yellow, and the
neoepitope (aa199-206) in orange. The x-ray crystal structure illustrates the Ca2+-dependence of PC-pCRP binding, which can occur on each pCRP
subunit. pCRP* binding to C1q occurs on the effector face, opposite (facing down) to the PC-binding face. Both views highlight how the neoepitope
(orange) is buried within pCRP at the monomeric interfaces. While the present depiction of the pCRP monomer does not accurately represent
mCRP structure given the secondary and tertiary changes that occur upon dissociation, release of mCRP clearly exposes the pro-inflammatory
neoepitope for interaction with immune effector cells. Graphic was generated using PyMOL.
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following studies, where a specific CRP isoform was evaluated, the

pCRP, pCRP* and mCRP designators will be utilized. A study

describing “CRP” should be assumed to refer to a biologically

relevant mixture of CRP isoforms.
Posited pCRP → mCRP
conformational dynamics

In addition to their distinctive biofunctional features, CRP

isoforms have unique pharmacokinetic properties, where pCRP is

sera soluble. Conversely, mCRP is insoluble in sera unless protein-

bound and is predominantly membrane-bound. pCRP, due to its

detectability via blood testing, is the non-specific, diagnostic

biomarker of inflammation, oft described in the literature, which

rapidly rises up to 1000-fold in response to acute infection or injury

(20). pCRP is also utilized as a prognostic marker for diseases of

chronic inflammation, including autoimmune and cardiovascular

diseases (1). Circulating pCRP localizes to sites of damaged tissue
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(infection/injury) prior to undergoing a conformational change

upon binding to damaged membranes, which exposes the pro-

inflammatory CRP neoepitope of amino acids 199-206 (21, 22).

Binding of pCRP to damaged membranes is posited to occur via

lysophosphatidylcholine (LPC), a bioactive lipid found on the

immune cell surface (23–25). Direct binding between the

neoepitope of pCRP*/mCRP and membrane receptors is

suggested to occur via FcgRIIIa (CD16), but this binding event

only partially explains mCRP’s adhesive properties. Hydrophobic

interactions with lipid rafts are predicted to compensate for non-

receptor binding. Evidence for lipid-promoted conformational

dynamics is exhibited by the association of mCRP with

extracellular lipid vesicles (26). Activated leukocytes slough

membrane-bound CRP, which enters circulation as extracellular

vesicles upon cleavage. In an in vitro study, Trail et al. demonstrated

lipid microparticle-promoted pCRP to mCRP dissociation on a

timescale of twenty minutes (27). In vivo, mCRP-linked lipid

microparticles are observed in PAD and after myocardial

infarction with pro-inflammatory function (16, 28). Initially,
TABLE 1 Historically reported bioactivities of CRP vs. current understanding of mCRP.

Effector
Response

Bioactivities of “CRP”# Bioactivities of mCRP

Platelets • Maximizes responsiveness to ADP, epinephrine, thrombin, and collagen
(38).
• Promotes aggregation and secretion of dense and alpha granules (41).
• Inhibition of PAF-induced platelet aggregation, activation, and platelet-
neutrophil adherence (40).
• Inhibition of arachidonic acid synthesis by phospholipase A2 (40).

• Stimulates/augments aggregation and secretion reactions (42,
43).
• Upregulates P-selectin (44).
• Increases prothrombotic activities under sheer conditions (44).
• Captures and activates neutrophils (44).

Neutrophils

• Stimulates phagocytosis (45, 48–51).
• Stimulates oxidative metabolism (41, 46, 55).
• Inhibition of neutrophil activation and chemotaxis (45, 46).
• Inhibition of ROS generation at higher concentrations (46, 52–54).

• Induces neutrophil trafficking (46, 57).
• Reduces expression of L-selectin (65).
• Increases adhesion to ECs (32, 66–68).
• Stimulates IL-8 synthesis and release (24, 56).
• Stimulates iNOS-mediated NO synthesis (20, 64).
• Increases superoxide and peroxynitrite formation (ONOO-)(56).
• Increases NF-kB and AP-1 (56).
• Increases neutrophil-neutrophil and neutrophil-endothelial cell
aggregation (44, 65, 66).

Monocytes • Activates monocytes for phagocytosis (58, 69–71).
• Stimulates oxidative responses (41).
• Induces TF synthesis (62).
• Promotes release of IL-1a, IL-1b, IL-6, IL-8, TNF-a, GRO-alpha and
GRO-beta (60–62).
• Upregulates liver X receptor-alpha (63).

• Potentiates respiratory burst response and increases ROS (41).
• Stimulates cytokine release (60–62).
• Increases monocyte adherence to ECs (32, 66–68).
• Increases production of NO by increasing iNOS levels (20, 64).

Natural Killer Cells • Enhances NK function (19, 72–75).

Endothelial Cells • Induces EC adhesion (32, 66–68).
• Inhibits eNOS (67).

• Increases MCP-1, E-selectin, and IL-8 expression (25).
• Increases EC adhesion via ICAM-1 and VCAM-1 (44, 67, 76).

Complement
• Regulates C activation (49, 69, 77–84).
• Binds C1q (85).
• Enhances opsonization for phagocytosis (50, 70, 71, 86).

• Binds C1q when complexed with LDL. Does not activate C in
fluid phase (85).
• Binds Factor H and C4bp (34, 87).
• Binds properdin (88).
Bullet points colored in blue list anti-inflammatory CRP properties now known to be pCRP-specific.
#The designation “CRP” was historically understood to be pCRP, but likely reflects a mixture of pCRP and mCRP bioactivity.
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pCRP transitions to pCRP*, a transient conformation that

maintains a pentameric quaternary structure but displays the

neoepitope of mCRP (21, 29, 30). pCRP* further dissociates to

proinflammatory mCRP (31). pCRP is completely converted to

mCRP in 24-48 hrs (21). mCRP can also be generated in vitro in

denaturing (heat, acid, chelation) or oxidative environments;

conditions that were initially reported to generate an antigenic,

serum-insoluble aggregate (13). mCRP exhibits the greatest

proinflammatory activity once the intrachain disulfide bond,

which staples together the two antiparallel b-sheets of the CRP

monomer, is reduced (22). pCRP and mCRP isoforms can now be

distinguished with conformation-specific antibodies (9C9, 3H12),

though these antibodies are unable to parse pCRP* from mCRP

(32–37). Importantly, the pCRP → pCRP* → mCRP transition is

unidirectional, with mCRP incapable of regenerating pCRP.
mCRP promotes platelet aggregation

Early studies investigating the effects of H-CRP, a thermally

aggregated form, on platelet function demonstrated that H-CRP

stimulated platelet aggregation under isolated, in vitro conditions,

similar to heat-treated human IgG, and promoted the

corresponding secretion of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and b-
thromboglobulin (38). While determined not to be a direct platelet

agonist in the more complex environment of platelet-rich plasma

(PRP), synergism between H-CRP and adenosine diphosphate

(ADP) was observed resulting in irreversible platelet aggregation

and ATP secretion. In an optimized combination, mCRP and ADP

promoted the release of secretory granule components. H-CRP also

synergized with epinephrine, collagen, and thrombin. Interestingly,

H-CRP was produced by heat treatment at 63 oC, a temperature

now known to promote pCRP to mCRP dissociation. The authors

note that heat treatment forced aqueous insoluble protein

aggregates accounting for 47-53% of the total CRP preparation.

Upon removal of the initial H-CRP aggregate, an additional ~50%

CRP could be precipitated with a second heat treatment. Both lots

of H-CRP were effective in synergizing with known platelet

activators in PRP. Given the heat dependence of CRP aggregation

and their insoluble properties in aqueous buffer, it makes sense that

the observed aggregates were enriched for mCRP, and the platelet

activating properties are inherent to this isoform. Moreover,

unmodified CRP, without heat treatment, failed to demonstrate

platelet activating potential (39).

Conversely, several concurrent studies reported a protective role

for CRP against platelet aggregation (40). Specifically, CRP, of

unreported conformation, inhibited platelet-activating factor (PAF)-

induced platelet aggregation in a dose dependentmanner (1-20 µg/ml)

(40). This CRP preparation also inhibited the synthesis of arachidonic

acid by phospholipase A2, limiting the production of proinflammatory

cytokines. While no methodology is included to describe CRP’s

preparation in this study, it is reasonable to assume that the CRP

was primarily unmodified. If so, these contradictory results to the

former studies may be rationalized by the majority presence of pCRP.

In addition to heat aggregated CRP (H-CRP), other chemically-

modified CRPs, including urea chelated (F), latex adsorbed, and
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acid (A)-aggregated, have been found to activate platelet

aggregation, promote dense and alpha-granule secretion and

upregulate thromboxane A2 synthesis (41). Treatment of CRP

with hypochlorous acid (HOCl) prompted oxidative protein

unfolding, exposing the hydrophobic interior of CRP in a tertiary

structure analogous to mCRP (42). HOCl-CRP (50 µg/ml) activated

platelets in isolated preparations, inducing aggregation by ~80%,

and was shown to interact with several platelet receptors (TLR-4,

GPIIbIIIa) and plasma proteins (C1q, IgG). Like with heat

treatment, these observations suggest that acidic environments

can promote pCRP to mCRP dissociation, which describes CRP’s

platelet activating properties. Importantly, a pH between 6-7 is

commonly found at sites of inflammation. Further support for

oxidative-mediated dissociation of pCRP to mCRP was observed

when nCRP (pCRP) failed to activate platelets, though CRP treated

with reactive oxygen species (ROS: Fe2+ - Cu2+ - ascorbate)

irreversibly activated platelets in the presence of suboptimal levels

of PAF, thrombin and ADP (43). Li et al. subsequently reported that

Cu2+-induced oxidative and acidic environments induce the pCRP

→ mCRP isoform transition (17). Taken together, when CRP is

properly activated, i.e., in the mCRP conformation, platelet

aggregation and activation is augmented. When later tested with

recombinant proteins, mCRP activated and pCRP inhibited pro-

thrombotic activities under sheer conditions (44).
mCRP stimulates neutrophil
migration, chemotaxis &
phagocytosis; pCRP inhibits
neutrophil activation and adhesion

Early studies of CRP effects on neutrophil function probed CRP

uptake as a means of pathogenic ligand clearance and found that

CRP enhanced neutrophil-mediated clearance of several bacterial

species via binding interactions with the PC-containing bacterial

membrane (45). In one study, CRP was found to mediate

pneumococcal C-polysaccharide (CPS) uptake into neutrophils,

promoting clearance, particularly in combination with activated

complement (C). This CRP preparation was found to have no effect

on neutrophil migration, leukotaxis, oxidative metabolism, or

chemiluminescence. The uptake of CPS was CRP-dependent, as

CPS alone was not phagocytosed by neutrophils. Though not as

efficient, non-complexed CRP was internalized by neutrophils,

while uptake was enhanced with the CRP-CPS complex. As CRP

binding to PC-containing CPS promotes the pCRP to pCRP*
transition, a change that displays structural and antigenic

characteristics of mCRP, the ultimate adhesive effects are

characteristic of pro-inflammatory mCRP function. Interestingly,

non-complexed CRP uptake was reduced in the presence of EDTA,

which preferences the mCRP isoform. Interpreting these findings

considering current CRP conformational dynamics, it is likely that

pentameric forms of CRP must initiate ligand binding before CRP

fully dissociates to mCRP.

Subsequent studies demonstrated the concentration

dependence of CRP ’s effects on neutrophils. Low CRP
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concentrations of 0.1-1 mg/mL do promote neutrophil chemotaxis,

but this effect is lost at higher concentrations (46). The

abovementioned study interrogated neutrophil chemotaxis at

significantly higher CRP concentrations of 60-120 mg/mL, where

no effect on leukotaxis was observed. In further studies, CRP

concentrations of 25 mg/mL demonstrated dose-dependent

inhibition of neutrophil migration towards chemotactic stimuli

with complete inhibition at 100 mg/mL. CRP-specific leukotaxis

could be explained by mCRP-specific receptors on the neutrophil

surface and/or through mCRP-neutrophil hydrophobic

interactions. Given the hydrophobic properties of mCRP, low

CRP concentrations may preferentially represent the mCRP

isoform due to rapid conversion of pCRP → mCRP, exposing a

hydrophobic binding surface for neutrophil adhesion. The role of

hydrophobic binding interactions in chemotaxis has been described

(47). Importantly, the binding interaction between CRP and

neutrophils is saturable at CRP concentrations of <5 mg/mL, a

range applicable to the observed activating effects of mCRP on

neutrophils (46). Putatively, after mCRP binding sites are saturated,

higher CRP concentrations, with increased pCRP representation,

could promote inhibitory effects. This hypothesis parallels the acute

inflammatory response where the majority of pCRP present at the

earliest phases of host defense will be converted to mCRP (31).

A concentration dependent effect of CRP in combination with

phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA) on superoxide anion

generation and secretion was also observed, where CRP <5 µg/mL

demonstrated potentiation but CRP >10 µg/ml caused inhibition of

this response (46). ROS generation results from the phagocytic

respiratory burst of neutrophils and can be measured by light

emission (chemiluminescence). At the acute phase CRP

concentration of 1 mg/mL, CRP enhanced neutrophil phagocytosis,

even of non-PC liganded particles, extending the previous findings

that CRP promoted neutrophil opsonization of PC-containing

bacterial membranes/capsules (48–51). These findings are further

supported by the observation that CRP inhibits PAF-mediated

chemiluminescence at higher concentrations of 100 mg/mL (52).

The concentration dependence of these studies may allude to the

conformational dynamics of pCRP → mCRP transition, though this

hypothesis is limited by the inability of mCRP to reassemble to pCRP.

An alternative explanation is that high concentrations of CRP (>10

µg/mL) increase intracellular cAMP levels; high cAMP

concentrations are known to inhibit degranulation and PMA-

activated neutrophil oxidative metabolism (53, 54). It is important

to note that the cAMP-raising concentration of CRP at >10 µg/mL is

greater than CRP concentrations with neutrophil inhibitory effects.

Therefore, a relationship may exist where low CRP concentrations,

inclusive of mCRP, exhibit proinflammatory function (increased

adhesion/chemotaxis) to maximize damage to infective agents

while simultaneously raising cAMP levels. At a certain threshold,

both CRP and cAMP concentrations rise to a level with anti-

inflammatory properties, putatively to minimize damage to the host.

In further studies with H-CRP, which is preferenced for mCRP,

chemiluminescence potentiation between H-CRP and heat

aggregated-IgG (H-IgG) is observed (55). H-CRP was unable to

stimulate hydrogen peroxide generation in neutrophils alone, but

when dosed with H-IgG, hydrogen peroxide generation was
Frontiers in Immunology 05
significantly enhanced. Importantly, this potentiation was

selectively limited to intracellular H2O2 generation, and failed to

upregulate ROS release from neutrophils, putatively describing a

pathogen-fighting mechanism within neutrophils at infected sites

that limits ROS damage to surrounding tissues. Later studies

demonstrated that F- and A-CRP similarly potentiate the

chemiluminescent output of H-IgG treated neutrophils (41).

nCRP (pCRP) exhibited no increase in H-IgG-induced

chemiluminescence. In these studies, F-CRP, A-CRP, and H-CRP

were dosed as mixtures of aggregated and soluble protein, with the

potentiating activity associated solely with the protein aggregates.

This observation tracks with insoluble mCRP exhibiting the

proinflammatory phagocytotic characteristics, while soluble pCRP

does not.

More recently, the distinct effects of pCRP and mCRP on

neutrophils have been characterized. Recombinant mCRP

increased superoxide and peroxynitrite (ONOO-) production,

subsequently causing a rise in nuclear factor kB (NF-kB) and

activator protein-1 (AP-1) (56). pCRP had no corresponding

effect on ROS production within a similar timeframe. As both

ONOO- and NF-kB are known to increase IL-8, the impact of

recombinant mCRP on IL-8 concentration was evaluated and

increased levels were observed within 4 hours. pCRP also

upregulated IL-8 expression, but on a timescale of 24-hr, which

suggests pCRP dissociated to mCRP (24). mCRP-mediated effects

were nullified with an anti-CD16 antibody; pCRP does not bind

CD16 while mCRP does. In addition to ROS generation, mCRP has

also been implicated in neutrophil-platelet and neutrophil-

neutrophil adhesion, a proinflammatory marker of poor

cardiovascular outcomes (44). Conversely, preincubation of whole

blood samples with pCRP decreased shear-induced neutrophil-

platelet adhesion and neutrophil aggregation in a dose-dependent

relationship. Treatment with H-CRP (“mCRP”) resulted in

complete loss of this protective activity. mCRP’s proinflammatory

effects are platelet P-selectin mediated, as mCRP enhanced P-

selectin expression and increased the rate of neutrophil-platelet

and neutrophil-neutrophil adducts in a dose dependent manner (1-

50 µg/ml). The cellular adhesion molecule CD18 was also

implicated. In a study of pCRP with anti-P-selectin and anti-

CD18, nearly complete blockade of adhesion events was observed.

pCRP effects were attenuated by anti-CD32, while mCRP effects

were attenuated by anti-CD16.

In a similar vein, mCRP was found to drive tissue damage in

ischemia/reperfusion injury via proinflammatory mechanisms of

leukocyte-endothelial cell aggregation, leukotaxis, and ROS

generation (57). These proinflammatory effects were successfully

abrogated with the small molecule pCRP → mCRP dissociation

inhibitor 1,6-bisPC.
mCRP activates monocyte
cytokine release

Monocytes regulate cellular homeostasis in times of

inflammation by scavenging for invader cells and promoting the

inflammatory response. Monocytes can differentiate into interstitial
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dendritic cells, microglial cells, and macrophages, and migrate into

lesions inflamed by the immune system. As with neutrophils and

platelets, the association of elevated serum CRP levels during the

inflammatory response suggests a role for CRP in monocyte-

macrophage infiltration (58). Prior to our understanding of

distinct CRP isoforms, “CRP” (10 mg/mL) was found to induce

macrophages to a tumoricidal state, (59) and CRP (50 mg/mL)

prompted monocytes to release interleukin 1 beta (IL-1b),
interleukin 6 (IL-6) and tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-a),
with 10-fold higher levels of each cytokine observed at 4 hours

(60, 61). Additional studies found CRP also promoted a 75-fold

increase in tissue factor (TF)-mediated procoagulant activity, and

significantly higher levels of interleukin-1alpha (IL-1a), GRO-
alpha, GRO-beta and IL-8 (62). Interestingly, CRP also exhibited

anti-inflammatory properties in the upregulation of liver X receptor

(LXR)-alpha.(63)

Studies with H-CRP enabled the characterization of mCRP-

specific activity; first for adhesion, 70% of monocytes and 8% of

mononuclear leukocytes were found adhered to H-CRP (41).

Moreover, a significant enhancement in chemiluminescence was

observed in response to H-CRP/H-IgG treatment, resulting from

the respiratory burst that occurs during monocyte activation. Thus,

it is hypothesized that H-CRP synergizes with IgG to promote Fc

receptor-mediated stimulation of monocyte oxidative metabolism.

Recombinant mCRP was later demonstrated to increase nitric oxide

(NO)/inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) levels (64).

Conversely, pCRP exhibited anti-inflammatory effects by

decreasing NO/iNOS production in macrophages and iNOS

activity in monocytes. As with neutrophils and platelets described

previously, reevaluation of the historical literature presents an

argument for CRP’s proinflammatory properties being inherent to

the mCRP iso form, whi l e pCRP exh ib i t s the ant i -

inflammatory activity.
mCRP upregulates endothelial
cell adhesion

Proinflammatory effects associated with “CRP”, commercially

available from Calbiochem, were also observed in early studies with

umbilical vein and human coronary artery endothelial cells

(HCAECs) (67, 76). Specifically, recombinant CRP upregulated

intercellular adhesion molecules (ICAM-1) to levels nearly 10-

fold baseline and increased vascular cell adhesion molecule

(VCAM-1) and E-selectin. The induced expression mimicked the

effects of IL-1b and is implicated in the recruitment of monocytes

and leukocytes (89). CRP also exhibited an inhibitory effect on

endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS) at incubation times >24-

hr, which has proinflammatory implications for atherogenesis (67).

Reduced nitric oxide (NO) production leads to arterial

vasoconstriction, platelet adhesion and aggregation, and

monocyte-endothelium adhesion (32, 67, 68, 90). It was

confirmed that in the presence of 24-hr “CRP” treatment, there

was a significant increase in monocyte adhesion, VCAM-1, and

ICAM-1 expression. Given the unknown storage conditions and age
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of the commercially available CRP, and the long incubation time of

these experiments (24-hr), the presence of mCRP as a CRP sub-

population is probable. Importantly, the in vivo half-life of pCRP is

19-24 hrs (91).

Once the existence of the mCRP isoform was elucidated,

targeted studies on mCRP’s ability to activate endothelial cells

were performed. mCRP (0.1–200 mg/mL), but not pCRP, was

found to markedly upregulate CD11b/CD18 expression on

neutrophils and enhance the adhesion of neutrophils to HCAECs

(66). Adhesion was negated in the presence of an anti-CD18 mAb,

correlating with the previous finding that pCRP with anti-P-selectin

and anti-CD18 promoted complete blockade of adhesion between

neutrophils and monocytes (See Neutrophil Discussion) (65).

mCRP (1–30 mg/mL), specifically, also increased monocyte

chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1) and IL-8 secretion, key

mediators of leukocyte recruitment, as well as neutrophil-

endothelial cell adhesion via the expression of ICAM-1, VCAM-1

and E-selectin (25). To observe the similar effects with nCRP

preparations, a 6x longer incubation was required, implicating

that pentameric dissociation had occurred.

Multiple studies implicated mitogen-activated protein kinase

(MAPK) involvement in mCRP’s activation of endothelial cells as

increased phosphorylation of p21ras (RAS) and p38 MAPK, and

downstream activation of Raf-1, MAPKK and ERK, was observed.

As pCRP binds primarily to low-affinity IgG FcgRIIa (CD32) and

somewhat to high affinity IgG FcgRI (CD64) while mCRP binds to

low-affinity IgG immune complex FcgRIIIb (CD16) (92–94), the

effect of anti-CD16 and anti-CD32 were interrogated. Anti-CD16,

but not anti-CD32, reduced MCP-1 and IL-8 secretion, ICAM-1,

VCAM-1 and E-selectin expression, and corresponding neutrophil-

endothelial cell adhesion 14-32-fold. Moreover, these effects were

blunted when mCRP was tested in the presence of p38 MAPK

inhibitor SB 203580. The incomplete attenuation of anti-CD16 on

mCRP’s proinflammatory effects was later explained by membrane

insertion. mCRP also binds to cholesterol microdomains (lipid

rafts) in membranes via aa35-47 (consensus cholesterol binding

sequence) and aa199-206 (95). When mCRP’s ability to bind lipid

rafts was inhibited by methyl-b-cyclodextrin or nystatin, MCP-1

and IL-8 secretion was also downregulated. Accordingly, adhesion

between endothelial cells and neutrophils was also reduced.
mCRP promotes natural killer
cell activity

With physiologically relevant effects on effector cells of the

innate immune response, the consequence of CRP on NK cell-

mediated killing was explored starting in the early 1980’s.

Specifically, the first experiments gauged whether NK cells bind

CRP and whether such binding events affect NK function by

treating human lymphocytes with anti-CRP and C (72). It was

found that under such conditions, the ability of NK cells to kill

cellular targets (K562, MOLT-4 cells) was significantly diminished.

Using biotin-avidin amplification with biotinylated anti-CRP and

fluorescent avidin, membrane-bound CRP specifically, and not
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plasma solubilized CRP, was determined to bind a subset of NK

cells (~4%) and this binding event served as a promoter of NK

activity (19). Like with previously discussed proinflammatory

mechanisms, it is now understood that membrane (lipid raft)-

bound CRP is enriched for the pCRP*/mCRP isoform and fluid-

phase CRP is absent of the neoepitope (pCRP). Accordingly, the NK

activating properties of CRP are associated with pentameric

dissociation. Further refinement of this understanding comes

from flow cytometry studies using a-neo-CRP antisera. In these

studies, NK cells, displaying the surface markers CD16, CD11b,

Leu-7 and Leu-19, reacted with the pCRP*/mCRP-recognizing

antisera as did cells expressing B-cell markers (74). a-Native CRP
failed to react with NK cells (73). Hamoudi and Baum further

probed the mechanism of CRP-mediated NK activation by

determining how anti-CRP inhibits NK cell lysis. As with

previous studies, it was found that anti-CRP had no effect on the

number of effector cell : target cell conjugates formed (75). Yet, the

number of target cells killed by NK cells was largely diminished.

This observation was negated when anti-CRP’s effect on NK cells

was investigated in the absence of Ca2+. In the absence of Ca2+,

pCRP dissociates to mCRP.
CRP both activates and inhibits
complement cascades

When CPS was added to serum containing nCRP, the

components of the classical complement (C) pathway were

consumed, suggesting that CRP-CPS complexation is essential to

trigger CRP-mediated innate immune responses (77, 84). C

activation was subsequently observed when CRP complexed with

polycations, i.e., protamine,(78–80) positively charged liposomes,

(69) and nuclear DNA (83, 96). C activation resulting from CRP

lipid binding requires either PC or sphingomyelin in a Ca2+-dependent

manner (45, 77, 97–99). Lipid acyl chain length, degree of

unsaturation, cholesterol concentration, and positively-charged

lipid content (e.g. stearylamine, cetyltrimethylammonium,

galactosyl ceramide) also impacted the degree of CRP binding

(100). It is now known that l igand binding initiates

conformational changes that expose the mCRP neoepitope

facilitating binding to complement component 1q (C1q) and

additional mediators of host defense. Ji et al. provided further

evidence for this hypothesis by demonstrating that recombinant

mCRP bound C1q in the C1q’s collagen-like region (85). Regarding

bioactivity, mCRP bound to oxidized low-density lipoprotein (LDL)

activated the classical C pathway upon C1q binding. Conversely,

mCRP alone bound and inhibited C1q from engaging other

complement intermediates.

CRP activates the classical C cascade by directly binding C1q at

the membranes of damaged cells, leading to near complete

consumption of C1, C4 and C2 and partial consumption of C3

with minimal activation of C5-C9 and no cell lysis (84, 86, 101).

This favors opsonization without a strong, global inflammatory

response. Activation of the C cascade by CRP stimulates monocyte

and macrophage phagocytosis both in vitro and in vivo and

enhances opsonization of microbes by phagocytic cells (50, 70, 71).
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To limit inflammatory responses to the damaged area, CRP also

influences alternative complement pathway (AP) activity,

downregulating deposition of C3b on AP-activating surfaces,

decreasing C3 and C5 convertase activity and inhibiting C

amplification feedback (20). In particular, on stearylamine-

containing liposomes and on Types 6 and R36a Streptococcal

pneumonia surfaces, CRP decreased serum C3-activation

implicating CRP as a regulatory protein that can limit the extent

of inflammatory damage initiated by C activation (69, 102). Taken

together, CRP binding to damaged membrane or bacterial surfaces

can preference the immune response towards classical pathway

activation and away from the AP (102). AP inhibitory activity was

found to be Factor H dependent, with direct binding of Factor H to

CRP implicated through ELISA experimentation. Factor H – CRP

binding was not inhibited in the presence of EDTA or PC,

highlighting the presence of pCRP in this inflammatory

dampening response (71). Moreover, complement factor H-

related protein, which is structurally similar to C Factor H, was

demonstrated to bind both pCRP and mCRP, with the former

binding event requiring Ca2+ (87). As CFHR4 localizes to necrotic

tumor tissues and binds necrotic cells, CRP-CFHR4 binding is

implicated in the opsonization of necrotic cells. CRP-mediated

inhibition of AP activation can also be facilitated by C4b-binding

protein (C4bp), which like Factor H, inhibits C cascade at the level

of C3 (34). Interestingly, while evidence suggests that both mCRP

and pCRP bind Factor H, C4bp binding is unique to mCRP to

enhance degradation of C4b and C3b. Finally, mCRP was

demonstrated to bind properdin, an initiator of the AP cascade

that binds necrotic and ECs (88). pCRP failed to exhibit similar

properdin binding. mCRP-bound properdin was unable to bind

endothelial cells, thus inhibiting AP activation via C3 and C5b-9

deposition of ECs. In total, CRP acts as a regulator of C activation,

recruiting both C1q, the activator, C4bp, the inhibitor of the

classical pathway, and properdin, an inhibitor of the AP. As

mCRP preferably binds both C4bp and properdin, the

monomeric isoform likely elicits greater control over the C

cascade. This design enables an acute, localized proinflammatory

response that is subsequently inhibited to prevent further-reaching

inflammatory damage.
Conclusion

Reevaluating the historical CRP literature with a current

understanding of distinct CRP isoforms clearly intimates both

pro- and anti-inflammatory function as part of the acute immune

response. Moreover, these isoform-defined activities help to

explain the considerable differences in CRP expression, but

similar phenotypes, across species (103, 104). While human

CRP levels can rise to 1000-fold over baseline, mouse and rat

CRP levels only rise 2-3-fold, respectively (105, 106). The

disconnect between CRP expression levels and activity

highlights the functional importance of the active mCRP

isoform, in addition to the species’ mCRP generating capacity.

Notably, rat CRP, which exists at baseline in the highest

concentrations, exhibits the lowest mCRP generating capacity,
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while the inverse describes mice (low baseline levels, high mCRP

generating capacity).(103, 104) Taken together, mCRP levels are

responsible for the pro-inflammatory activities regardless

of species.

To highlight mechanisms of the CRP-mediated inflammatory

response (Figure 2), we posit that circulating, sera-soluble pCRP

begins to dissociate upon binding to multivalent ligands (PC,

polycations, chromatin, etc.) in damaged membranes or in the

presence of acidic inflammatory environments. The dissociation

process, promoted by the proximity of hydrophobic membrane

lipids, overcomes the Ca2+ stabilizing effect on pCRP and produces

a transient intermediate form, pCRP*, which maintains the

pentameric quaternary structure but displays the neoepitope of

mCRP and the C1q binding site. C1q binding to pCRP* activates

the classical C cascade, enhancing opsonization and phagocytosis in

a localized proinflammatory response. Concurrently, to modulate

global inflammatory damage, pCRP and/or mCRP binding to

Factor H/CFHR4/C4bp/properdin inhibits the AP. As the pCRP

→ mCRP transition is irreversible, pCRP* → mCRP goes to

completion upon dissociation from the membrane and initiates

localized proinflammatory effects. mCRP promotes platelet

aggregation, dense and alpha-granule secretion from platelets, and

thromboxane A2 synthesis. mCRP also stimulates neutrophil

migration, chemotaxis, and phagocytosis. mCRP activates

cytokine release, particularly IL-1a, IL-1b, IL-6, IL-8, TNF-a, E-
selectin, MCP-1, GRO-a and GRO-b, and promotes monocyte and

EC adhesion. Finally, mCRP upregulates NK cell activity.

Conversely, pCRP inhibits PAF-induced platelet aggregation and

neutrophil activation and adhesion. The unique binding properties

of pCRP and mCRP can be explained, in part, by differing

preferences for IgG receptors, with mCRP favorably binding

FcgRIIIa/b (CD16) and pCRP preferent ia l ly binding

FcgRIIa (CD32).
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Globally, the relationship of CRP isoforms and their

contradictory bioactivities describe a mechanism of immune

modulator response. Upon tissue damage or infection, while CRP

levels are rising, pCRP → mCRP conversion is rapid with overall

CRP function exhibiting mCRP’s proinflammatory characteristics

(31). This short, localized, and potent response amplifies the acute

phase of inflammation. Yet, mCRP’s pro-inflammatory properties

require control to limit widespread tissue damage implying that the

pCRP → mCRP conversion slows. At this point, elevated levels of

pCRP are detectable in patient sera. Multiple studies predict that the

lag between compromised tissue homeostasis and increased pCRP

levels is 6-12-hrs, which corresponds to the mCRP pro-

inflammatory activities discussed in this text (107–109).

The next chapter of CRP studies requires continued efforts into

the characterization of pCRP and mCRP effects in localized

immune responses to hone the diagnostic value of CRP for

various pathologies. Moreover, given the distinct bioactivities of

the CRP isoforms, an opportunity exists for small molecule and

biologic tool and therapeutic development to elicit specific

structure-function control. Currently, efforts in small molecule

and biologic development have accomplished modulators of

mCRP that either (1) inhibit pCRP to mCRP dissociation or (2)

block mCRP binding to effector cells, respectively. Treatment with

mCRP-specific antibodies (3C, 8C10) have been shown to relieve

leukocyte infiltration in mouse models of rheumatoid arthritis and

lupus nephritis and abrogate mCRP-induced memory loss in a

mouse model of dementia (110–112). From a pharmacologic

perspective, the first small molecule pCRP dissociation inhibitor,

which is based on a bisphosphocholine scaffold, exhibited reduced

myocardial infarction volume, cardiac dysfunction, inflammation,

and mCRP deposition in rats (30, 113). On-going efforts in

structural biology have mapped the pCRP – phosphocholine

binding site, implicating key amino acids and a hydrophobic
FIGURE 2

Schematic representation of the relationship between pro- (blue) and anti-inflammatory (red) CRP properties. pCRP exhibits anti-inflammatory
outcomes, while mCRP exhibits proinflammatory activation of platelets, neutrophils, monocytes, endothelial cells, and natural killer cells. pCRP is the
substrate for mCRP, which forms when pCRP undergoes a conformational change that first produces pCRP*, an immunogenic, pentameric form,
before fully dissociating to mCRP.
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pocket that can drive further inhibitor development (112). While

targeting mCRP offers a tantalizing opportunity for the next

generation of anti-inflammatory drug development, a cautious

approach towards understanding the implications of abrogating

this conserved immune mechanism should be pursued. Regardless,

the development of mCRP modulatory tools will be invaluable to

further refine our unders tanding of CRP structure-

function relationships.
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